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There are over 100,000squarekilometersof eolian sand dunesand sand

sheetsin the High Plainsof the central United States. Theseland-formsmay

be unstableand may reactivateagainasa result of land-use,climate change,or

natural climatic variability. The main goal of this thesis was to develop a model

that could be used to map an estimate of future dune activity. Multi-temporal

calibrated Landsats 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) and 7' Enhanced Thematic Map-

per Plus (ETM+) NDVI imagery were used in conjunction with the CENTURY

vegetation model to correlate vegetation cover to climatic variability. This allows

the creation of a predicted vegetation map which, combined with current wind

and soil data, was used to create a potential sand transport map for range land

in the High Plains under drought conditions.

This study found that Landsat is an excellent tool for mapping current dune

activity, but the current model of sand transport does not allow for accurate pre-

dictions of future dune activity. Landsat spatial resolution is necessary to resolve

small parabolic dunes of eastern Colorado, though MODIS scale imagery could be

used in conjunction with Landsat data. This study shows that AVHRR scale data

are far too coarse to use in studying dune activity. Landsat NDVI measurements,

though imperfect, are readily able to distinguish different levels of vegetation cover

present on dune crests vs interdune areas. Unfortunately, the available data were

insufficient to generate a reasonable correlation between NDVI and CENTURY

output. Further analysis showed that dividing the imagery into larger or smaller
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regions did not significantly impact the quality of the regression, nor does the

number of Landsat images, within the limited range of images available. This

study was able to generate a reasonable map of current dune activity for range

land areas across the High Plains and pointed out some of the problems inherent

in attempting to predict future activity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Extensiveeoliansanddepositscovermuchof the High Plainsof the United

States.Thesedepositshavebeenmobileat leastfour timesin thepast I0,000years

(Formanet al., 1992),andhavethepotentialto remobilizein the future(Ahlbrandt

et al., 1983;Muhs & Maat, 1993;Muhset al., 1997). Today, thesesanddunes

and sandsheetsare largelystabilizedby vegetation(Muhs et al., 1996;Muhs

Holliday, 2001). Wind speedsarecurrently high enoughthat if vegetationwere

to be removedtheseduneswould likely remobilize. Vegetation in this areais

highly susceptibleto landusepracticesand periodsof drought, suchasthe dust-

bowlsof the 1930sand 50s.During the 1930sand 50s,droughts,combinedwith

poor land managementpractices,resulted in the reactivationof many of these

sanddeposits(Muhs& Maat, 1993).Becausethe High Plains area major source

of food production for the United States,future eolian activity could haveim-

portant economicand socialconsequences.This project has attempted to map

areasof instability in grasslandsby combiningregionalclimate data with Land-

sat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) and Landsat7 EnhancedThematic Mapper Plus

(ETM+) imagery.

This thesisis part of a largeproject studyingthe High Plainsat the Center

for the Study of Earth from Space(CSES).The long term goal of the project

hasbeento map regionsof instability andpotential reactivationacrossthe High



Plains. This largerprojecthascollectedthreeor moreimagesfrom different years

overeachof thirty-three Landsatscenesin the High Plains and calibrated those

scenesto apparentreflectance.During the courseof the project regionsof cloud

freerangeland,aswell asareasof pivot irrigation werehand digitized.

This project hastakena newapproachtowardsthe assessmentof dunereac-

tivation potential. Previousstudieshavefocusedon the history of the dunefields

and regionalclimate (Formanet al., 2001;Woodhouse& Overpeck,1998;Muhs

et al., 1999;Muhs& Maat, 1993).StudiessuchasWoodhouseandOverpeck(1998)

haveexaminedthe frequencyof droughtsand dune activity to determinewhat

magnitudeand duration of drought wouldbe necessaryto causereactivation,as

well ashow likely sucha drought is to occurunder the current climate regime.

Thesestudieshavebeenstatistically basedapproachesto estimatethe likelyhood

of dunereactivation in a generalsense.This study hastaken a physically based

approachto mappinglocationsthat arelikely to reactivateshouldsuchadrought

occur. In the processI havetestedthe spatialresolutionrequiredfor sucha model,

as well asthe effectof temporal resolution. By combininga vegetationgrowth

model (CENTURY), climatedata,and LandsatImageryinto a singlemodel,this

project hasgenerateda detailedmap of potential dune reactivationfor muchof

the High Plains.

A physically basedmodelof dunereactivationhasseveraladvantagesand

disadvantagesoverpreviousstudies.This modelcan readily incorporateestima-

tionsof future climate from GCMs. It alsogeneratesa mapat the samescaleas

Landsatmaking it potentially usefulfor regionalplanning. However,this model

is basedon highly simplifiedmodelsof the underlyingprocessesand may not ac-

countfor all of the necessaryprocesses.Large-scalestatistical studiesof the types

of climatic regimeswhichhaveexistedin thepast inherentlyaccountfor all phys-

ical processes.Theselargerscalestudiesare only applicableto the future with



the assumptionthat processeswill only changeasthey havehistorically.Because

humanland usehassucha strong effecton the land surface,estimatesof future

duneactivity that cannotaccountfor humanland useare flawed.Understanding

the physicalprocessesinvolvedin dunereactivationis important whenattempting

to determinethe probablestate of the systemin a variety of climate andland use

scenarios.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 High Plains

The High Plains extendfrom SouthDakota to Texas,and coverportions

of Colorado,Kansas,Nebraska,NewMexico,Oklahoma,andWyoming (fig. 2.1).

This areareceives200-900mmof rainfall per year,with muchof it receivingless

than 500mm. This classifies much of the area as semi-arid, and makes it highly

susceptible to both human land use and climatic changes. Over 100,000 square

kilometers are covered with aeolian sand dunes and sand sheets (fig. 2.1) (Madole,

1994) which have been active at least four times in the past 10,000 years (Forman

et al., 1992), with large-scale activity in Nebraska and eastern Colorado occurring

as recently as 260-t-60 14C yr. BP (Muhs et al., 1997) and evidence suggests

wide spread activity in the 19th century as well (Muhs & Holliday, 1995). More

recently, significant regional activity occurred during the dust-bowls of the early

20th century (Muhs & Maat, 1993). Because a large percentage of the food

produced in the United States comes from this region, and many people live

in this area, future changes in land cover are very important both socially and

economically. In addition, paleo-dunefields are an important record of the regional

climate over the past 10ky., thus a better understanding of the link between

climate and dune activity may be helpful to paleoclimate studies.

In the High Plains, vegetation cover is the most important factor controlling
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Figure 2.1" Sandy soils in the High Plains, based on the STATSGO database and

Muhs and Holliday (1995). UTM Zone 14 projection, grid is in 100kin intervals



sand activity. On partially vegetated sand surfaces, the amount of vegetation cover

has been shown to be the dominant control on sand transport (Buckley, 1987;

Wolfe _ Nickling, 1993; Lancaster _ Baas, 1998). Wind speeds in the High Plains

are often well above the threshold velocity for sand transport, but vegetation cover

prevents substantial sand movement. In addition the drift potential, a measure

of the ability of wind in a region to transport sand (Fryberger _ Dean, 1979), is

intermediate to high for the central and northern High Plains (Muhs et al., 1996).

In the southern High Plains Muhs and Holiday (2001) concluded that dunes are

primarily stabilized by vegetation cover.

Studies have suggested that human induced climate change and natural

climatic variability are likely to result in future droughts of the magnitude achieved

in the early 1900s (Woodhouse _ Overpeck, 1998). In addition, human land

use effects the stability of land cover by influencing vegetation cover and surface

cohesion. If overgrazing and heavy tilling become common practices, then large

portions of the sand sheets will have a higher potential to reactivate again in the

near future.

Sand dunes in the High Plains are highly susceptible to drought. Vegetation

in the High Plains is largely water limited (Sala et al., 1988), thus, droughts are

periods of high risk for sand activity. Aboveground net primary productivity

(ANPP) in the High Plains is strongly correlated with precipitation, R 2 - 0.9

(Sala et al., 1988), and ANPP has varied by over ninety percent between wet

and dry years in portions of the High Plains (Forman et al., 2001). In addition,

periods of drought favor the expansion of shrubs over grasses (Schlesinger et al.,

1989). Shrubs tend to be more spatially heterogeneous allowing greater erosion to

occur in the interstices due to lack of cover and a funnelling effect that can locally

increase the wind speed as air is forced to move around the shrubs.

The current level of dune activity typically increases from north to south.



Figure 2.2- This dune field north east of Kermit, Texas is highly active.

The most active dunes, such as those outside of Kermit, Texas (fig. 2.2), are

located in Texas and New Mexico. Eastern Colorado contains large parabolic

dunes, many of which have moderately active crests and frequent blowouts (fig.

2.3). The Nebraska sandhills make up the northern extent of this study. This area

is characterized by large, currently stabilized, transverse dunes with occasional

blowouts (fig. 2.4).

2.1.1 Previous Instances of Dune Reactivation

Sand dunes across the High Plains have been active numerous times in the

past I0,000 years. Major dune activity is believed to have occurred in the mid

Holocene, around 8-5 14C yr BP. Loope et. al (1995) and Stokes and Swinehart

(1997) present evidence for activity in the Nebraska Sand Hills at this time. For-

man and Maat (1990) and Forman et. al (1992; 1995) suggest that dune activity





in eastern Colorado was also significant during periods of the mid-Holocene. In

the southern High Plains, Holliday (1989; 1995) found evidence for mid-Holocene

dune activity in dry valleys. More recently there have been numerous instances of

eolian activity over much of the High Plains. Studies have shown the past 3,000

years to be a very active period across the High Plains (Muhs _ Holliday, 1995;

Forman et al., 1992; Loope et al., 1995; Muhs et al., 1996; Muhs et al., 1997;

Stokes _ Swinehart, 1997), the most recent of which probably occurred in the

19th century (Muhs _ Holliday, 1995).

2.1.2 Effects of Land Use

Most of the High Plains are extensively impacted by human land use. Range-

land, used for grazing, and both irrigated and dryland farming are prominent

through out the region. Some areas have been placed in the Conservation Reserve

Program (CRP), a program that attempts to increase soil stability by paying

farmers to plant natural grasses for ten year periods. This study does not look at

areas which were farmed at any point during the period of study because vegeta-

tion in these areas responds more directly to variability in human activity then to

variations in climate. Because most of the remaining grassland is grazed, it was

impossible to avoid areas which have been impacted by land use patterns, but

grazed areas are still likely to respond to weather forcings.

Grazing is a common use for land that is inhospitable to farming. Lands with

substantial topography, such as sand dunes, or lands that do not have a source

of water for irrigation and lack the nutrients necessary for productive dryland

farming are often used primarily for cattle grazing. Variations in grazing can

affect the vegetation cover substantially, thus weakening the correlation between

climatic effects and vegetation cover. These effects are noticeable on individual

Landsat scenes in which fence lines are prominent due to different grazing patterns
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Figure 2.5" The effectsof grazing on vegetation cover are visible in this CIR
imagefrom easternColorado. Hard lines betweenareaswith different vegetation
densitiesare indicative of recent variations in grazingpatterns on opposite sides
of a fence.

on oppositesidesof the fence(fig. 2.5).

Potential Future Climate Change

Changesin the climatesystemcouldsubstantially affect the amount of mois-

ture availablefor vegetationgrowth aswell aswind speeds,and sedimentavailabil-

ity in the High Plains (fig. 2.6). Under the current climate, moisture is primarily

carried to the High Plains by upper level air massesfrom the Pacific Oceanand

surfaceoutflow from the Gulf of Mexico (Barry _ Chorley, 1987) . Droughts are

commonlyassociatedwith a weakermovementof air from the subtropical Atlantic

and the Gulf of Mexico (Oglesby,1991).

Much effort hasbeenexpendedattempting to predict future climate. Many

generalcirculation models indicate a generalwarming and drying over the High
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Figure 2.6" Process model of the effects of climate change on eolian activity in the

High Plains, after Muhs and Holliday(1995)
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Plains with a doubling in atmospheric CO2 (Manabe & Wetherald, 1987; Gregory

et al., 1997). Studies have suggested that greenhouse warming may result in a

climate similar to that of the early to mid-Holocene (Hansen et al., 1988) when

dune reactivation was more common. In addition to an overall likely decrease

in moisture availability to the High Plains, an increase in the number of extreme

events, such as droughts, has been predicted (Gregory et al., 1997; Overpeck et al.,

1990).

Sand Transport Theory

A large amount of effort has also been spent in attempting to understand

the controls on eolian geomorphology, beginning with Bagnold (1941). Much of

this work has been spent learning about the physical processes that control sand

transport. In general, the dominant controls on sand transport are wind speed,

grain-size, and vegetation cover, though in some locations other factors such as

soil moisture and cryptobiotic crust can dominate.

2.3.1 Bare Soil

The simplest case of sand transport is that which occurs on a flat, bare,

sandy medium. In this case the primary controls are wind speed and grain-

size. The seminal work of Bagnold (1941) laid the ground work for the physical

understanding of sand transport by developing an empirical equation to predict

the quantity of sand that would be transported in a given wind regime with a given

grain-size. Further work has gone into understanding the physical processes of lift

and drag that act on each grain of sand (fig.2.7), and more recently computer

models have been created that can reasonably simulate the transport of a cloud

of sand grains (Spies & McEwan, 2000).
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Figure 2.7: Physical processes controlling sand grain movement, after Pye and

Tsoar (1990). A sand grain will be lifted off the bed if the difference in pressure

above and below the grain exceeds the weight of the grain (W). FL is the lift force,

Fd is the drag force, CL and C_ are shape coefficients, p is the density of air, p_ is

the density of the grain, d is the grain diameter, and u is the wind speed.

Shear Stress vs Wind Speed

Wind speed is the most important factor in controlling sand transport on

a bare, sandy surface. Under a laminar flow regime, wind speed varies logorith-

mically with height above a surface (fig.2.8), thus to understand the force that

is acting on the surface itself it is necessary to calculate the shear stress (u*) on

the surface rather than the wind speed at some height above the surface. This

is done by accounting for the roughness of the surface and the height at which a

wind velocity measurement was made with Bagnold's (1941) wind profile equation

(2.1). Where z is the measurement height, Zo is the surface roughness length, u,

is the wind speed at height z, and _ is von Karman's constant, 0.4. Ideally the

roughness of the surface should be found by fitting Bagnold's equation through

wind speed measurements at several heights; if this is not possible a roughness

length must be estimated.
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Figure 2.8: Typical wind profile with roughness length Z0. Y-axis is the log of

height above the surface, after (Wiggs, 1997)

Threshold Velocity

U* -- '_*ltz

in z (2.1)
Zo

Below some wind speed there will not be enough energy to transport sand

grains. This wind speed is known as the fluid threshold velocity (u_). The thresh-

old for a given grain size can be calculated by Bagnold's (1941) equation (eqn.

2.2). Where p_ is the density of air, p_ is the density of the solid particle, g is

m

the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 _), d is the grain diameter, and A is an em-

pirical parameter dependent on grain characteristics, roughly 0.1 for sand-sized
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Figure 2.9: Fluid and impact saltation thresholds as a function of grain size, after
Pye and Tsoar (1990)

particles. After the initiation of sand transport the effective threshold velocity

decreases. When saltating sand grains land they impact the grains on the ground.

At the instant of impact these grains are often lifted a little and thus the amount of

wind required to maintain saltation is lower than the fluid threshold velocity. The

velocity needed to maintain saltation is known as the impact threshold velocity

and is lower than the fluid threshold (fig.2.9).

/

_ A_/P_ - Pa
* V * g * d (2.2)U t
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Figure 2.10: The effects of vegetation on sand transport, modified from Wolfe and
Nickling (1993)

2.3.2 Vegetated Medium

Effects of Vegetation

Vegetation exerts four main effects on the potential for sand transport (fig.

2.10. Vegetation directly covers sand, thereby keeping the wind off of it. Vege-

tation makes the surface rougher, thus slowing down the wind near the ground.

Vegetation roots provide a stronger medium than loose sand, and finally, vegeta-

tion blocks actively moving sand. Many researchers have attempted to quantify

the effects of vegetation on sand transport. This work can be divided into main

areas of research, theoretical models which work with generalized roughness ele-

ments (Gillette & Stockton, 1989; Musick et al., 1996; Raupach et al., 1993) and

empirical models which have looked at vegetated mediums at specific field sites

(Wasson & Nanninga, 1986; Stockton & Gillette, 1990; Hagen & Armbrust, 1994;

Armbrust & Bilbro Jr., 1997; Lancaster & Baas, 1998). A good review of recent

literature is given in Buckley (1998).
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Theoretical Models

Many researchershavetried to focuson the more generalproblemof the

effectsof roughnesselementsonsandtransport. By usingsimpleshapescreated

from wooden blocks, rocks, or other readily mutable objects theseresearchers

havehopedto further divide the probleminto specificmeasureablecomponents

of roughnesselementssuchasheight,width, andporosity (Raupachet al., 1993).

Thesetechniquesareadvantageousbecauseif a generalsolutioncouldbecreated

it could then be appliedto any type of vegetation,fence,or other barrier. This

workhashad somesuccesswith simplifiedmodels,but hasnot scaledwell to real

vegetationdueto the complexityof vegetationstructure.

Empirical Models

The other main approachto predictingsandtransport hasmeasuredmove-

ment in real world situationsor in realistic labratory settings. Empirical ap-

proachesusually involvecorrelating wind speedand vegetationcover to sand

transport in the field (Wasson& Nanninga,1986; Stockton & Gillette, 1990;

Hagen& Armbrust, 1994;Armbrust & Bilbro Jr., 1997;Lancaster& Baas,1998)

or in a laboratorysetting (Buckley,1987).This approachhasthe advantagethat

correlationsaredirectly relatedto real world situations with real plants. It has

the disadvantagethat it is harder to control and resultsmay only besignificant

for the exactsand,vegetationtypesat the givenfield site. Laboratorymeasure-

mentssuchas Buckley (1987)areeasierto control, but may not haverealistic

vegetationdistributions,especiallydeadvegetationwhich canplay an important

role in coveringsand. Field measurementssuchas Lancaster and Baas (1998)

use real-world sites but as a result the researcher has little to no control over the

vegetation cover or wind speeds. Field work usually yields weaker correlations
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than laboratory research, but the inability to correlate variables from real field

sites calls into question the utility of current laboratory measurements which are

not reproducible in the field.

2.3.3 Large Scale vs Local Reactivation

All of these approaches to predicting sand transport focus on local condi-

tions, but large scale reactivation may be controlled by other factors. Large scale

reactivation requires that a downwind sink not immediately stop local sand trans-

port, and local sites can be heavily influenced by upwind vegetation cover and

sand transport. In addition a significant upwind source may be necessary for long

term reactivation. Other studies have investigated larger-scale dune reactivation

but have not developed equations which could reasonably be related to our study.

Wiggs et al. (1995) correlated their dune activity index to measurements of vege-

tation cover (R2-0.76) but did not include a measurement of wind speed in their

study.

Climate Based Indices

In an attempt to take a larger scale approach several researchers have created

climate based regional influences. The most commonly sited of these indices is

the Dune Mobility Index of Lancaster (1987). The Dune Mobility Index (M)

relates the percent of time wind speed is above the threshold for sand transport

on a bare sandy surface (Wt) and the precipitation to potential evapotranspiration

ratio (P/PE) to dune activity (eqn. 2.3, fig.2.11).

M = -W- (2.3)
_ J

PE

Lancaster and Helm (2000) showed that the Dune Mobility Index for the

previous year is correlated with the amount of sand transport at several field sites
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in New Mexicoand Arizona,but the slopeof this relationshipvariesfrom 0.0007

to 0.5 (fig. 2.12).This variation in relationshipsshowsthat local factorscansig-

nificantly alter the relative meaningof the index. While climatic indicesgive a

broadpictureof the likelyhoodof duneactivity theydonot takeaccountfor local-

izedvariations in water resourcesand vegetationtypes, making them lessuseful

for mapping regionsof instability at the scalenecessaryfor land management

practices.

Measuring Vegetation from Landsat

Landsat data can be usedto estimate the percentof vegetationcoverat

each point on the ground. This estimate is far from a perfect measurement.

Landsatmeasuresthe amountof radiation receivedfrom within a specificangular

instantaneousfield of view. This includes radiation reflected and emitted by

the atmosphere as well as radiation reflected and emitted by the ground surface.

A modest correction was made in this study to account for variations in the

atmospheric contribution over time, and emitted energy from the earth is, under

most circumstances, several orders of magnitude less than reflected solar energy

at wavelengths less than 2.5#m. Thus it is a reasonable assumption that most of

the variation we see in Landsat data is due to variations in reflected solar energy,

and in turn related to variability in ground cover.

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Rouse et al., 1974)is

a proxy for vegetation cover that can be derived from Landsat data. Vegetation

typically reflects very strongly in the NIR and weakly in the red portion of the

spectrum, while soil has a flatter reflectance curve, and senescent vegetation has

an intermediate curvature (fig.2.13). Thus as the amount of vegetation within a

given pixel increases the total NIR reflectance will increase, and NDVI with it.

NDVI also removes the effects of variations in topography because it is a ratio
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Figure 2.13: AVIRIS reflectance spectra for green vegetation, non-photosynthetic

vegetation (NPV) and soil. The NDVI for these reflectance curves are approxi-

mately 0.59, 0.35, and 0.10 for green vegetation, NPV, and soil respectively. (Data
from (Warner, 2000)

between two linear band combinations.

The variation in ground cover may not be limited to variation in the percent

vegetation cover, thus at sensor radiance will be a function of variables other

than vegetation cover. NDVI does not account for small variations in soil and

vegetation reflectance. If soil types vary substantially the contribution of soil

reflectance to NDVI can vary by as much as 0.3 (Huete et al., 1985). This means

that NDVI measurements from different regions may not be directly comparable.

NDVI is also sensitive to wet soil. Recent rainfall will significantly reduce the

reflectance of soil and thus alter the NDVI over a wet region. The sensitivity to

rainfall can make temporal analysis difficult. In addition, NDVI can be sensitive
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to canopy geometry and non-photosynthetic vegetation (Wessman et al., 1997).

Elmore et. al (2000) showed that spectral mixture analysis is a more accurate

method of determining vegetation cover for temporal analysis than NDVI, but it

is also requires very careful endmember determination in each scene.

Modelling Vegetation with CENTURY

The CENTURY ecosystem model version 4.0 was used in this study to relate

vegetation cover to climate parameters. CENTURY was developed at Colorado

State University to simulate nutrient cycling in temperate grasslands such as the

High Plains (Patton et al., 1988). This model has been used heavily in ecosystem

modeling studies (Gilmanov et al., 1997; Burke et al., 1997; Motavalli et al.,

1994:) including climate change scenarios (Parton et al., 1995). Version 4.0 of the

CENTURY model runs on a monthly time step. The output parameters relevant

to this study are aboveground live carbon, and standing dead carbon. More

recently a daily time step version of the CENTURY model (DAYCENT) has been

developed (Parton et al., 1998), but was not used in this study.



Chapter 3

Data and Methods

Landsat Images

This study incorporated over I00 Landsat images from thirty-three path/rows.

These scenes were collected as part of the larger project at CSES to cover the

Ogallala aquifer at three separate times. The data were selected in an attempt

to include a variety of water stress levels. At least one image was collected in a

drought year, and one in a normal to high precipitation year. Most path/rows

have one scene from 1985, one from 1988 or 1989 and one from 1996. 1988 and

1989 were drought years in much of the High Plains. A few path/rows have been

supplemented with a Landsat 7 scene collected in 1999. This temporal coverage

allows analysis of the response of vegetation to water stress at each point in the

High Plains for which we have cloud free coverage.

3.1.1 Information on Scenes

The thirty-three path/rows collected for this project cover the area from

western Texas and southern New Mexico to southern South Dakota and Wyoming

(fig. 2.1). Generally three to four separate dates for each scene were analyzed, al-

though eight scenes were available for a detailed examination of eastern Colorado,

scene 33/32 (tbl. 3.1).
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Scene

28/34
28/34
28/34
28/36
28/36
28/36
29/31

29/31

29/31
29/33
29/33
29/33

29/34

29/34

29/34

29/35

29/35

29/35

29/36

29/36

29/36

29/37

29/37

29/37

30/30

30/30

30/30

30/31

30/31

30/31

30/34

30/34

30/34

30/34

30/36

30/36

30/36

Image Date

8/1/1988

7/22/1996

8,/25/1985

8/1/1988

7/22/1996

8/25/1985

7/15/1985

7/26/1989

7/29/

7/15/

9/25/

7/29/

1996

1985

1988

1996

7/29/1996

7/31/1985

9/9/1988

8/14/1996

8/24/1988

7/31/1985

8/14/1996

8/24/1988

7/31/1985

8/14/

9/25/

7/31/

1996

1988

1985

8/23/1985

9/3/1989

8/5/1996

8/15/1988

8/23/1985

7/4/1996

8/15/1988

8/5/1996

8/7/1985

9/7/1999

6/20/1985

8/21/1996

7/31/1994

Scene

30/38

30/38

30/38

31/30

31/30

31/30

31/31

31/31

31/31

31/32

31/32

31/32
31/34

31/34

31/34

31/34

31/35

31/35

31/35

31/35

31/35

31/36

31/36

31/36
31/36
31/37

31/37

31/37

31/38

31/38

31/38

32/30

32/30
32/30
32/31
32/31

32/31

Image Date

9/17/1994

6/20/1985

8/21/1996

10/1/1985

9/26/1989

8/28/1996

9/26/1989

7/27/1996

8/30/1985

9/26/1989

7/27/1996

8/30/1985

8/12/1996
7/28/1999
8/3o/1985
9/7/1988
8/12/199a
7/19/1999
9/26/1989
8/3o/1985
9/3o/1999
8/12/199a
8/13/1999
9/26/1989
8/30/1985

8/12/1996

9/26/1989

8/30/1985

8/12/1996

9/26/1989

8/30/1985

8/19/1996

8/21/1985

7/31/1989

6/18/1985

7/22/1996

6/24/1993

Table 3.1" Landsat Images used in this study.

their orbit path/row.

Scene

32/31

32/32

32/32

32/32

32/33

32/33

32/33

32/34

32/34

32/34

32/34

32/38

32/38

32/38

33/30

33/30

33/30

33/31

33/31

33/31

33/32

33/32

33/32

33/32

33/32

33/32

33/32

33/32

33/33

33/33

33/33

34/30

34/30

34/30

34/31

34/31

34/31

Image Date

5/28/1989

8/21/1985

7/2/1996

9/7/1989

9/17/1989

8/21/1985

7/2/1996
9/17/1989

8/19/1996

9/30/1999

7/4/1985

9/17/1989

8/19/1996

7/4/1985

8/23/1989

8/26/1996

8/28/1985

8/10/1996

8/12/1985

9/24/1989

7/10/1999

8/12/1985
8/15/1992
6/15/1987
9/17/1998

9/24/1989

8/28/1985
lO/5/1993
8/lO/1996
9/24/1989

8/28/1985
8/17/1996

8/27/1988

7/2/1985

7/2/1985

9/15/1989

8/17/1996

Landsat scenes are refered to by
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As part of the larger project at CSES, all scenes were registered to UTM

zone 14. Originally all of the 1996 images were warped to vector layers such

as roadmaps. The next step in the registration process required registering the

remainder of the images to the 1996 images. To do this, one rough warp, based on

hand picked ground control points, was performed, followed by a more rigorous

registration performed with the IMCORR program (Scambos et al., 1992) which

typically generates sub-pixel accuracy. Registration was performed with a nearest

neighbor resampling.

Radiometric Calibration

Radiometric calibration is essential for accurate analysis of multi-temporal

data as well as for meaningful comparisons between scenes. Satellites such as

Landsat measure radiance at the sensor. Within each spectral band ()_), at sensor

radiance (L_) varies dominantly as a function of surface reflectance (p_), solar

irradiance (Eo_), atmospheric transmission down (_-_) and up (w_I) , the angle

between the ground surface normal and the incoming solar irradiance (8), and

path radiance (Lp_) (eqn. 3.1), the subscript A indicates a wavelength dependent

parameter. Landsat data for the 1996 imagery were converted to radiance using

the published Landsat gain and offset. These data were then converted to apparent

reflectance by computing solar irradiance from the sun angle and distance at the

time of acquisition (from Landsat 7 Data Users Handbook ), and estimating path

radiance based on the dark object subtraction method (Chavez, 1996). This

method does not remove the effect of variations in topography represented by

cos(0), these variations are accounted for in the NDVI calculation.

L:_ p * Eo:_ * 7-:_t • 7-:_cos(O)= + Lp:_ (3.1)
71"
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The remainder of the imagery was then cross calibrated to the 1996 re-

flectance imagery. An advanced pseudo invariant features technique was used to

calibrate each scene. A spectral angle map (SAM) was created by calculating the

dot product between the spectral vectors of each pixel from two scenes. From this

map the pixels with the smallest change in spectral angle were taken to be pseudo

invariant (their surface reflectance was assumed to be unchanged). For each spec-

tral band, the pixels from the image to be calibrated were regressed against the

corresponding pixels from the 1996 imagery to calculate an image to image linear

calibration. While this calibration process does not entirely remove atmospheric

effects it does attempt to remove differences in atmospheric effects between dates.

This method does not account for atmospheric variability between different path

rows, only between dates for a single path row.

3.1.2 NDVI

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a useful measure-

ment of vegetation that can be derived from Landsat TM and ETM+ data. NDVI

is calculated as the difference between Near Infrared (NIR) and red reflectance

divided by the sum of NIR and red reflectance (eqn.3.2). This method removes

topographic variability because the cos(0) term from equation 3.1 cancels out

when you compute a ratio of radiances, this assumes the path radiance has been

properly removed first.

NIR- Red

NDVI = NIR + Red (3.2)

3.1.3 Spatial Resolution

To analyze the importance of spatial resolution, Landsat imagery from east-

ern Colorado and the Nebraska sand hills were resampled to common lower res-

olutions. MODIS and AVHRR are two sensors which could potentially be used
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in placeof Landsatat lesscost and with a higher temporal resolution. Landsat

pixels are30macross,AVHRR pixelsare 1000m,and MODIS has250mpixels.

This means that there are over 1000 Landsat pixels for each AVHRR pixel, and

just under 70 Landsat pixels for every MODIS pixel. Landsat data were averaged

together to produce simulated AVHRR and MODIS pixels eastern Colorado and

Nebraska.

3.2 Ancillary Data

3.2.1 Soils Map

A sandy soils map was created based on the 1:250,000 National Resource

Conservation Society (NRCS) State Soil Geographic database (STATSGO) using

the map of eolian sand in the High Plains presented by Muhs and Holliday (1995)

as a template(fig. 2.1, 3.1). The STATSGO map is divided into a number of

classes, none of which is clearly eolian sand. Soil types from the STATSGO map

which appeared to fall within an area designated by Muhs and Holliday (1995)

as eolian sand were treated as such. The final classes used from the STATSGO

"Arenic" "Aridic Paleustalfs", "Ustic Torrip-database are "Sandy", "Siliceous",

samments", and "Ustipsamments" (Mesic and Mixed). Some further hand editing

was then applied to match individual regions that were on the Muhs and Holliday

map. This step was necessary to generate a detailed, geographically rectified map

for model input.

3.2.2 Rangeland Map

As part of a larger project at CSES a map of cloud free rangeland across

the High Plains was hand digitized. This map was created by outlining cloud free

rangeland in one year for a given path/row then editing that file to exclude any
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Figure 3.1" Muhs and Holliday (1995) map of eolian sand. This map was used

as a template to generate a map of sandy soils from the STATSGO database (fig.
2.1)
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areasthat werecoveredby cloudson otherdates.Rangelandwasgrosslydefined

to coverany areathat wasnot farmedor substantially built-up. This includes

areaswhich aregrazedaswell asother, morenatural areas.For simplicity,this

map includesbedrock,dry lakes,and otherfeatureswhich areclearlynon-eolian.

Ideally the sandysoilsmapor the rangelandmap shouldeliminate theseregions

becausetheir presencewill interferewith the statisticsof the correlationbetween

NDVI and CENTURYvalues.Sincetheseoddareasareseparatedduringtheclas-

sification processand covera relativelysmall area,they shouldnot substantially

alter the final results.

3.2.3 Climate Data

Precipitation and temperaturedata wereacquired from a large National

ClimateData Center(NCDC)database(EarthInfo,2000).This databaseincludes

the climatic data requiredto run the CENTURYvegetationmodel. Only weather

data that wascontinuousfrom 1971to the final date requiredfor the imagerywas

used. Most data beganaround1950and somerecordsbeganbefore1900. The

data base is made up of daily measurements, but, because CENTURY is only run

on a monthly time step, the data were averaged into monthly values.

3.2.4 Wind Data

Wind data were taken from the U.S. Air Force Combat Climatology Center's

(AFCCC) DATSAV2 Surface Hourly database. These data are gathered at a

standard 10m height above the ground. Wind measurements are recorded hourly

in this database. The maximum wind speed in each month was calculated for each

station. The mean of these maximums was then calculated to generate a simple

statistic that represents the average maximum wind speed, referred to here as the

Mean Monthly Maximum.



Conversion to Shear Velocity
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To make thesemeasurementsusefulto the calculationof sand transport

they wereconvertedto shearvelocity.Shearvelocityis a measureof the influence

wind hason the groundsurface,and moststudiesof sandtransport relate sand

transport to wind shearvelocity (u*). The roughness around each station was

unknown, but was assumed to be relatively smooth, a roughness length of 0.0005m

(Zo) was assumed. Roughness length has less effect on wind measurements made

around 10m because the term ln(m) is insensitive to small perturbations in Zo at

large values of --_._oMost of the effect appears in the lower boundary layer, thus a

smooth roughness length is a reasonable assumption for these data. Shear velocity

was then calculated by equation (eqn. 3.3).

-- In z (3.3)
Zo

Where z is the measurement height (lOm), Uz is the wind speed at height z, and

n is yon Karman's constant, 0.4.

Spatial Interpolation

To generate a wind map, these measurements were krigged for each path/row.

All available wind measurements were searched to find any that existed within

100km of the path/row boundaries. This typically yielded nearly 10 stations.

The Mean Monthly Maximum was computed for each and krigged (Isaaks & Sri-

vastava, 1989). Kriging was performed with IDL's Krig2D function using the

spherical option to fit the semi-variogram, and a large range. The range was

set at one half the size of the Landsat image. To speed numerical computation,

kriging was performed at a 300m grid size rather than a 30m grid size.
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C3 Grass C4. Grass Shrubs

For_ Succulents
0% | :00%

Figure 3.2: Vegetation type maps generated by kriging data points from Paruelo
and Lauenroth (1996).

3.2.5 C3 vs C4 Grassland Map

A map of grass types across the High Plains was generated using published

values of vegetation types from 73 locations across the Plains (fig. 3.2). Paruelo

and Lauenroth (1996) compiled a list of vegetation types at 73 locations from

published papers. They split vegetation types between C3 grass, C4 grass, shrubs,

forbs, and succulents. All of these categories were krigged across the High Plains

to generate an approximate map for the entire area. To simplify this further I

classified succulents and shrubs as C4 and forbs as C3. Though shrubs are often

C3 and succulents actually use a third photosynthetic pathway (CAM) they were

lumped in with C4 grasses because they, like C4 grasses, respond more slowly to

water stress. All five of these categories were normalized to sum to one and the
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Century Crop Parameter

CPR

G4

G3

G5

% C3 Grass associated with Crop

i00

75

5O

25

Table 3.2" Main CENTURY grassland types

percent of C3 plants was calculated for each grid point (eqn. 3.4).

C3 + f orbs (3.4)%C3 - C3 + f orbs + C4 + shrubs + succulents

CENTURY Modeling

The CENTURY model (Parton et al., 1988; Metherell, 1992) was used to

model vegetation abundance across the High Plains. The CENTURY model incor-

porates vegetation type, soil type, and real weather to model vegetation growth.

For this study, I used CENTURY Version 4. CENTURY model runs were per-

formed at all points across the High Plains for which suitable weather data were

available.

3.3.1 Parameterization

C3 vs C4

The percent C3 and C4 grass was specified in all CENTURY model runs by

using one of the base parameterizations provided. Built into the CENTURY model

are 4 classifications of varying C3 vs C4 abundances (tbl. 3.2). For each station

that was to be simulated in CENTURY the percent C3 was determined from the

C3 vs C4 grassland map mentioned above and the appropriate parameterization

was used for that CENTURY run.
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The climate data from the NCDC database were used to parameterize CEN-

TURY. Daily weather data were converted to monthly averages for all available

years. In addition, complete monthly means, standard deviations, and skewnesses

were calculated to allow CENTURY to generate weather stochastically. This

stochastic weather is used to spin up the model for 2000 years. This allows the

model to reach an equilibrium with the local climate before trying to match the

actual weather data.

Soils

CENTURY modeling was only performed for sandy regions. All CENTURY

model runs were parameterized to run with eighty percent sand, ten percent clay,

and ten percent silt. In reality this parameter varies spatially, but because suffi-

cient soil maps were not available. Because the only areas I was interested in in

the end are sandy regions, this assumption is considered reasonable.

3.3.2 Interpolation

CENTURY version 4.0 is a point specific model, thus to generate a map

of modeled vegetation it was necessary to interpolate between point locations.

CENTURY could only be run at locations for which a viable weather record was

available, thus there were a limited number of points available. These points

were interpolated spatially with IDL's Krig2d function using spherical kriging,

and a range equal to half of the height of the image. Each path row was krigged

separately using any CENTURY points located within ten kilometers of the image

boundary.
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CENTURY vs NDVI

NDVI valueswereregressedagainstCENTURYoutput valuesin anattempt

to correlatevegetationcoverto weatherat eachpoint on the ground. To get a

better estimateof NDVI, large areasof similar vegetationcoverwereaveraged

together,theseareasweredeterminedby a classificationprocessdescribedbelow.

NDVI is influencedby the amount of non-photosyntheticvegetationas well as

greenvegetation. To accountfor the influenceof non-photosyntheticvegetation

half of the CENTURY output variablesided (standingdeadcarbon)wasadded

to the CENTURY valuefor aglivc (abovegroundlive carbon). This final value

wasregressedagainstNDVI.

3.4.1 Temporal Classification

To find areasof similar vegetation,NDVI time sequenceswereclassified

with the ISO-data classifier. Details of the ISO-dataclassifiercan be found in

Tou and Gonzalez(1974).All availableNDVI imagesfor a givenpath row were

concatenatedtogetherand maskedto eliminateareasthat contain clouds,non-

sandysoils,or havebeenheavily influenceby humans.The resulting imagewas

classifiedon the basisof the time varianceof NDVI at eachpixel. Eachclass

in the resulting imageshouldrepresenta groupof pixels in which the vegetation

respondssimilarly to recentweather.To investigatethe importanceof thenumber

of classesused,the classifierwasinitialized with 5, I0, 15,20, 25,30,35,and 40

classesin separateruns. Eachclasswasrequiredto haveat least i000 pixelsin it.

Theclassifierwasallowedto join andseperateclassesto find the optimal clusters,

andthe classifierwasrun for three iterations.
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3.4.2 Correlation

From the mapsgeneratedby interpolatingCENTURY valuesfor agliv and

stded,it waspossibleto correlateNDVI with CENTURY both spatiallyand tem-

porally. This regressionmodeltries to find thecorrelationfor eachclassof ground

covermappedby the ISO-dataclassifier. Every referenceto correlationis on a

classby classbasis.To look for the combinationof spatialand temporalrelation-

ships,NDVI valueswereregressedagainsteverycorrespondingCENTURY value

within a class.This form of correlationhasa data point for everypixel in every

availableimage.To look for temporalcorrelation,all of the NDVI valuesin each

ISO-dataclasswereaveragedtogether,aswereall of the CENTURY values;this

generatesa singlepoint for eachdateof availableimagery.Eachof theseaverages

wascomputedfor eachdate of Landsat imageryavailableand the resultswere

regressedwith ordinary leastsquaresregression.Becausemost scenesonly have

threeyearsof imagerythe temporalregressionisseverelylimited in thenumberof

datapoints, therefore,thecombinedspatialandtemporalcorrelationwasusedfor

the modeloutput. The temporal correlationwasusedto investigatethe impact

of the numberof classesandthe numberof imagesusedin the regression.

Future Vegetation

A future vegetationmap wasgeneratedbasedon the correllationbetween

NDVI and CENTURY for eachclass. A potential extremedrought CENTURY

value(30gCarbon)wasusedwith the regressiondevelopedpreviouslyto estimate

NDVI for eachclassduring an extremedrought. This valuewasthen converted

to vegetationcoverby assumingthat the minimum and maximum two percent

of NDVI valuesfrom the original Landsat imagerycorrespondto 0% and 100%

vegetationcover respectivelyand interpolatingbetweenthose values. Because
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the correlation in someof the classeswasnegativeor had an extremelylow R2

valuea statistical methodwasusedasa fall backestimateof vegetationcover.

If the correlationwasdeemedspurious,the averageNDVI valuefor a classwas

calculatedand divided in half to representdrought conditions.

Sand Transport

A potential sandtransportmap wasgeneratedbasedon the future vegeta-

tion mapandthe wind map. At eachpixel the equationderivedby Lancasterand

Baas(1998)(eqn.3.5) wasusedto estimatepotential sandtransport.

where:

q -- Total sand flux (gm -18 -1)

u, = Wind shear velocity

u,t = Threshold shear velocity

= Vegetation cover

3.7 Model Overview

The entire sand transport model is illustrated in figure 3.3. Precipitation

and temperature data are used in conjunction with maps of vegetation type and

soil type as inputs to the CENTURY vegetation model to predict potential veg-

etation across the High Plains. Separately, Landsat measurements of vegetation

(NDVI) are classified to map areas of similar ground type. A time series of NDVI

measurements for each of these ground types is correlated with a time series of

potential vegetation predicted by CENTURY. These correlations are used to pre-

dict vegetation cover for each class of ground type in a drought scenario. This
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Landsat Data

(NDVI)

Correlation 1
and Prediction

Figure 3.3: Sand transport model overview. Basic model inputs are on the left,
the process is described in detail in the text.

map of future vegetation is then combined with a map of present wind speeds to

predict potential sand transport across the High Plains.



Chapter 4

Results

Areas of Apparent Instability

According to this model,the largestareasof potential instability are the

NebraskaSand Hills, and portions of easternColorado,New Mexicoand Texas

(fig. 4.1). Isolatedlocationsthroughout the HighPlainsalsoappearto beat risk,

but no placeelsehasaslargean areawhichappearslikely to reactivate.

4.1.1 Areas with Clear Dune Landforms

Many of the areasthat this modelmappedas havinga high potential for

reactivationexhibit cleareolianlandforms.Onewouldexpectthat locationsthat

haveexperiencedrecentsandactivity would be the most likely to reactivatein

the near future. The regionsouthof the SouthPlatte river in EasternColorado

hasmanyclearparabolicduneforms (fig 4.2),evidencethat this regionhasbeen

activemanytimesin thepast. Areasherethat aremappedwith anextremelyhigh

reactivation potential are commonlysemi-activetoday with numerousblowout

features.For the areasin EasternColoradomultiple model runs wereanalyzed,

in all casestheseareasweremappedwith a highreactivationpotential.

Other areas that were mapped with a high potential for reactivation include

the Nebraska Sand Hills, and portions of western Texas and eastern New Mexico.

The Nebraska Sand Hills are large transverse dunes (fig. 2.4), and many of the
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Sand Dune

Activation Potential

High

Low

Figure 4.1" Potential sand dune activity map for the entire High Plains. Color

scale indicates potential for sand dune activity. White designates areas with

negligible activation potential and regions that were not mapped by this study.
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Figure 4.2- Parabolic dunesare commonin Eastern Colorado. This area,South
East of the South Platte river, shows a various levels of dune activity. The
parabolic shapesin this imagesareonly moderatelyelongated.

locations in Texasarecurrently active sanddunes(fig. 2.2).

4.1.2 Areas with Clear Non-Eolian Landforms

Someareasthat were mapped as having a high potential for reactivation

actually exhibit non-eolianland forms. Oneareain particular in EasternColorado

showsclearfluvial erosionalfeatures (fig. 4.3). This area fell with in scene 33/32,

thus eight images were available for the model. The sensitivity analysis used to

study the effect that the number of available Landsat images had on the model
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(b)

Figure 4.3: This section of Northern Colorado has sections mapped with a high

reactivation potential (red and yellow, [a]). Examination of a CIR Image of the

areas shows clear fluvial features [b].

showed mixed results for this area, but the bright stream bed was always mapped

with a high potential for reactivation.

NDVI vs CENTURY Correlation

In general the correlations between NDVI and CENTURY modeled vegeta-

tion cover were poor. The coefficient of determination was calculated for each class

in each scene, for all points, and for temporal correlation. The number of classes

used by the model was allowed to vary from 5-50, and the coefficient of determi-

nation was calculated to analyze the effects of this modification in the number of

classes. For scene 33/32 the coefficient of determination was also calculated with

varying numbers and dates of input scenes.
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Figure 4.4: Coefficient of determination from temporal regression of NDVI to

CENTURY plotted against the number of classes used to seperate different ground
types.

4.2.1 Sensitivity to the Number of Classes

There was no apparent trend in the degree of correlation between NDVI

values and CENTURY values due to the number of classes in the model. The

coefficient of determination was graphed against the number of classes for all

points, and for the temporal correlation alone (fig. 4.4).

4.2.2 Sensitivity to Temporal Resolution

In scene 33/32 it was possible to analyze the effect that the number of

available Landsat images has on the degree of correlation between NDVI and

CENTURY. Random images were chosen for 3-7 image subsets. There was an
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Figure 4.5" Coefficient of determination from regression of NDVI vs CENTURY,

plotted against the number of images used in the model.

apparent decreasing relationship between the amount of variation explained by

CENTURY with an increasing number of input images (fig. 4.5). This is probably

due to the fact that with only three images it is very easy to get a spurious

correlation. Examination of the p-values from the F-test shows no correlation

between quality of fit and the number of images (fig. 4.6).

Spatial Resolution

Landsat images which were spatially averaged to simulate AVHRR and

MODIS imagery show a substantial loss in detail. In eastern Colorado dune

crests are blurred in MODIS imagery, but crop circles are still resolved(fig. 4.7b).

AVHRR pixels sizes do not definitively distinguish between sparse agriculture

and open rangeland, and dunes are completely obscured (fig. 4.7c). In Nebraska
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Figure 4.6: The average F-statistic p-value for the temporal correlation of NDVI

and CENTURY, plotted against the number of images used in the model.

MODIS data are able to clearly distinguish major transverse dune features and

separate the large, heavily vegetated interdune areas from the dune crests (fig.

4.8b). In this same area AVHRR is unable to resolve the dune crests, thus large,

potentially unstable dunes are averaged together with heavily vegetated interdune

areas (fig. 4.8c). Note that although it is possible to resolve the major transverse

dunes in Nebraska with MODIS, it is not always possible to differentiate lakes

from dune crests. However, this would be easy to do in a CIR image. It is impor-

tant to note that these represent best case scenarios for both MODIS and AVHRR

with perfect sampling, and extremely low noise because they are the result of av-

eraging Landsat pixels together, real AVHRR and MODIS data would have much

more noise, and delineation of features that are only one pixel wide would become

harder.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.7: Low spatial resolution imagery in eastern Colorado shows the limita-

tions of the MODIS and AVHRR sensors, a) is the original Landsat image, b) is

the Landsat image resampled to MODIS (250m) pixel size, and c) is the Landsat

image resampled to AVHRR (Ikm) pixel size.

b) c)

Figure 4.8: Low spatial resolution imagery in the Nebraska sand hills shows the

limitations of the MODIS and AVHRR sensors, a) is the original Landsat image,

b) is the Landsat image resampled to MODIS (250m) pixel size, and c) is the
Landsat image resampled to AVHRR (Ikm) pixel size.



Chapter 5

Discussion

Vegetation Measurement

Neither NDVI nor CENTURY representa perfect measurementof vege-

tation. NDVI valueswithin rangelandwereassumedto be unaffectedby any

processesother than vegetationgrowth due to weatherand localizedconditions

suchastopography,whichareassumedto be time invariant. This is clearlynot

thecaseasmuchofthe areaisgrazedin a timevariantfashion,andrecentrain can

strongly effectNDVI valuesby darkeningthe soil. CENTURY valuesaremodeled

vegetationestimateswhicharecompletelydependenton the parameterizationof

the model.

5.1.1 Grazing

Areasthat areheavilygrazedposea problemto this study. FromLandsat

data, it is impossibleto readily distinguishareaswhich have beengrazedfrom

areaswhich havenot. Heavygrazingduring a wet year and a lack of grazing

during a dry year may causethe vegetationat a given locality to apparently

respondinverselyto what would be expectedunderclimatic forcing alone. The

effects of grazing are clearly present in the images. Occasionally fence lines are

visible due to differential grazing patterns (fig. 2.5). A tighter integration of land

use studies could possibly alleviate some of these problems as it is possible to
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5.1.2 NDVI

NDVI is not necessarily directly correlated with vegetation cover. NDVI

is based on the variation in apparent reflectance between the red portion of the

spectrum and the NIR portion (fig. 2.13). Because vegetation has a much higher

difference in reflectance between the NIR and red than soil, a simple measure of

this difference is often highly correlated with the amount of vegetation cover in a

pixel; this is especially true for arid environments. Numerous studies have shown

that Leaf Area Index (LAI) varies linearly with NDVI for LAI values less then 2-3,

depending on leaf angle, and then approaches some maximum value asymptoti-

cally (Tucker, 1979; Asrar et al., 1984; Nemani & Running, 1989; Carlson et al.,

1990; Carlson & Ripley, 1997). And LAI and fractional vegetation cover are also

strongly related, as illustrated by Carlson and Ripley (1997) . However, different

soil types can have different NDVI values, and within a specific soil type NDVI

can vary substantially due to moisture content. Because this model is only de-

signed for sandy soils the variability of NDVI due to varying soil type is probably

not very large, but it could still be significant. The variability in NDVI due to

soil moisture is much harder to account for and may be a large source of error

in this study. Soil moisture decreases NIR reflectance, thus lowering NDVI for a

region. Summer thunderstorms are common in the High Plains, and can be highly

localized and ephemeral, making it difficult to account for, especially at the scale

of Landsat. Given a map of rainfall prior to each Landsat scene a mask could be

generated to throw out any NDVI values which are likely to have been effected.
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5.1.3 CENTURY

CENTURY model output may not be representative of vegetation cover

at the time of a Landsat overflight. The CENTURY model has been show to

be accurate within 25% in areas of semi-arid grasslands (Parton et al., 1993),

but it may be prone to substantial errors due to imprecise parameter estimates.

Because this study has attempted to extend CENTURY measurements over a

broad area certain weaknesses are inherent to our use of it. It was not possible

to verify every measurement location to determine exact soil type, nutrient con-

ditions, or vegetation types, thus our estimations of these quantities stem from

a general sandy soil estimate, and a vegetation map generated from point values

spread across the High Plains. In addition, CENTURY output is on a monthly

basis. Landsat measures vegetation at a single point in time. Recent rainfall may

have allowed substantial vegetation growth in the days leading up to a Landsat

overflight. Herbaceous vegetation can respond very rapidly to rainfall events and

change on this time scale is not predicted with CENTURY's monthly time step.

Vegetation type

Vegetation type is a very important parameter in CENTURY which may

be improperly estimated in this study. Vegetation type determines how efficiently

plants use water and nutrients. C4 plants tend to be much better at conserving

water than C3 plants due to their specialized photosynthesis process. To attempt

to include this variability in the CENTURY model, a map of C3 vs C4 vegetation

type was created from points compiled by Paruelo and Lauenroth(1996) (fig. 3.2).

The points compiled in this paper actually refer to C3 grasses, C4 grasses, forbs,

shrubs, and succulents. CENTURY does not explicitly model forbs or succulents,

though it can model shrubs. Because of the added complexity involved in modeling
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shrubs, this model further simplifies everything into C3 or C4 grasses. Forbs

typically use the C3 photosynthesis pathway, thus they were lumped into C3.

Shrubs commonly use the C3 pathway, but respond more slowly to changes in

precipitation so they were lumped as C4. Succulents use a third photosynthetic

mechanism classified as CAM. Because the CAM pathway is more similar to the

C4 pathway, succulents were also lumped into the C4 group. This lumping is

partially justified by the fact that the based on the maps in figure 3.2, forbs

and succulents appear to play a relatively minor role, and even shrubs are only

dominant in a few locations.

This classification into C3 and C4 vegetation type throws out some of the

information available; a better model may result from more detailed vegetation

classification. Forbs typically respond more rapidly to rainfall, and have a strong

influence on NDVI, so their inclusion as C3 may underestimate changes in NDVI

over time, especially if there has been very recent rainfall. Succulents and shrubs,

on the other hand, typically respond much more slowly to variations in climate

than do C4 grasses, thus lumping them in with the C4 class may increase CEN-

TURY's response time for vegetation due to weather forcings. In addition, the

spatial estimate of vegetation type is based on the assumption that vegetation

type varies smoothly across the High Plains. This is certainly not the case as

vegetation type often varies substantially due to localized variability in water and

nutrient availability, not to mention human influence.

Soil Type

CENTURY also provides for detailed soil parameterization. Because we

were limiting this model to areas of sandy soil, all CENTURY runs were performed

with 80% sand, 10% clay, and 10% silt. The STATSGO Database used to derive

areas of sandy soil includes more detailed information on soil types, but there is
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(b)

Figure 5.1: Comparison of a high spatial resolution image (a) (Ikonos 4m CIR

composite) to a classification developed from a time series of Landsat (30m) NDVI

measurements (b). The yellow class indicates relatively stable ground, the red

class represents areas that are partially stabilized, and the gold class represents

areas that are nearly active today.

no clear mapping between their soil types and CENTURY's soil types. This is an

area that could potentially be improved in the future with a careful interpretation

of the STATSGO database.

5.2 Classification

The classification algorithm appears to produce a useful division of the land-

scape. The resulting classes visually appear to be consistent in their ground type.

Comparing a close up of the area around Roggen, Colorado with a Landsat scale

classification image shows that specific classes are consistently related to specific

ground types (fig. 5.1).

In order to examine the effect of the number of classes on the relationship

between CENTURY and NDVI, a sensitivity study was performed. The classifier

was parameterized to create between 5 and 50 classes in increments of 5. It was
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still permitted to join classes together, but it would only do so if classes were

extremely similar. The relationship between CENTURY and NDVI was then

recomputed for each classification scheme.

Coefficients of correlation (R 2) were compared with the number of classes

used to generate them. Figure 4.4 shows a plot of R 2, normalized by the number

of points used in each regression, against the number of classes. Based on the

T-Means test here is no significant difference between the R 2 values computed

with greater then or equal to 20 classes and R 2 values computed with less than

20 classes. This indicates that the number of classes used when comparing CEN-

TURY to NDVI is not very important. From analysis of the maps generated

by this project, the number of classes used for each Landsat scene (from 5 to 15

classes, depending on the scene statistics) appears to be appropriate because dune

crests and large sandy areas are clearly differentiated from interdune and other

heavily vegetated areas.

Landsat Temporal Resolution

One of the greatest weaknesses of the present model could potentially be

alleviated with higher temporal resolution satellite coverage. If the poor corre-

lation between Landsat measurements of NDVI and CENTURY model output is

purely due to random noise in the samples, then a greater number of samples

may be the only way to improve the statistical correlation. For most of the scenes

analyzed in this study only 3 years of imagery were available to correlate NDVI

with CENTURY. In a temporal correlation, using three points to define a line

leads to statistically poor correlations. For scene 33/32 (Northeastern Colorado)

8 dates were available and sufficiently cloud free to be analyzed. However, even

8 separate images did not generate a good correlation (Fig. 4.5). This may be

due to other weaknesses in the model, or it may be that a very high temporal
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resolutiondata set,suchasis availablefrom MODIS, wouldbenecessary.It does

indicatethat doublingthe numberof Landsat imagesusedfrom 3 to 6is unlikely

to substantiallyimprovethe results.

Landsat Spatial Resolution

Landsatspatial resolutionappearsnecessaryto accuratelymapsanddunes

in the High Plains. The two other sensorsthat would allow higher temporal

resolutionNDVI imageryare MODIS and AVHRR. MODIS has a 250mpixel

size, and AVHRR hasa 1000mpixel size. Simple resamplingresults (figs 4.7

and 4.8) suggestthat AVHRR data are largely uselessfor mappingsand dune

reactivation,and that MODISdataarepotentially very useful.

MODIS data can resolvemost important features. It can not resolvein-

dividual dune crestsin easternColorado,but dunecreststend to occur in close

proximity, and the combinationof Landsatdatawith MODISdatamayprovead-

equateto study this area.Dunesin the NebraskaSandHills arereadily resolved

by MODIS, thus MODIS data is consideredadequateto study theselargelinear

dunes.

It is impossibleto resolveimportant featuressuchasthe major lineardune

crestsin the Nebraskasandhills with AVHRR data. AVHRR wouldbe anenor-

mouslyusefulresourcebecauseit hasan extremelyhigh temporal resolutionand

a longhistory. Becausethe dunescannot be resolved(fig. 4.8) it is impossibleto

determinehow muchsignalis comingfrom dunecrestsand how muchis coming

from healthyvegetationin interduneareas.As a result there is nowayof analyz-

ing the vegetationondunecrestsexclusively,evenif Landsatdata areusedahead

of time to makeanaccuratemapof the area.
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5.5.1 Single Index vs Temporal Integration

Wind measurementsusedin this study are meant to be an index of the

generalwindfield acrossthe High Plains, but wind variessubstantiallythrough

time. Eachpoint measurementusedin this study containsa reasonablycomplete

temporalsequenceof hourly measurements.Ideallyall of this datashouldbeused

and sandtransport shouldbe integratedunder the time sequenceof wind speed.

Becauseit wouldalsobenecessaryto generatea mapof wind speedat eachtime

stepthis processis not practical,sosomeapproximationmust beused.

Sandis dominantlytransportedby only the strongestwinds,thus it makes

senseto look at the averagehigh wind speedfor eachlocation. I computedthe

meanmonthly maximumwind speedassuchan approximation. Other approxi-

mationsmight includelooking at the top 2%cutoff, or incorporatingthe percent

of time the wind staysabovesomethresholdvalue.The top oneand twopercent

cutoff valueswereanalyzedanddeterminedto behighlycorrelatedwith themean

monthly maximum (fig. 5.2), though the meanmonthly maximum wasalways

higher than either of thesevalues. Becausethey are so well correlatedit was

determinednot to be important whichof theseapproximationswasusedandthe

original meanmonthly maximumvaluewasused.

Wind often changesseasonally,but the presentsingleindex shouldstill be

reasonable.Wind is often strongestin oneor two monthsout of the year. The

current index averagesoverall months. This is potentially a sourceof error, but

becausethe indexusedis consistentlyabovethethresholdfor sandtransport it is

assumedto be a small sourceof error. As long aswind speedis sufficientlyhigh

the amountof vegetationcoverwill dominatesandtransport.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of Mean Monthly Maximum wind speed index to the top
2% of wind speeds

5.5.2 Sparse Spatial Distribution

This study required spatial wind maps; the only available data are point

specific, thus we needed to spatially interpolate the existing data to create a map

of the entire wind field. For each scene any wind values within 100km of the image

boundary were collected and krigged to a 300m grid with IDL's Krig2D function.

Despite the low resolution of the grid there was very little change from cell to cell,

so 300m was deemed to be a high enough resolution for this study. In addition

each point used appears to be highly correlated with its nearest neighbors thus

the limited number of available points was not deemed to be a large source of

error.
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5.5.3 Homogeneity of Windfield

The number of data points available to generate a windmap are probably

adequate because the resulting map is fairly homogenous (fig 5.3). If the data

points available changed dramatically from one location to the next there would

be reason to suspect that all of the variability was not captured in the current

data collection. While it is still possible that this is the case, it appears likely

that the wind field does indeed vary smoothly from wind station to wind station.

In addition, the total variability across the High Plains appears to be low relative

to the variability in vegetation cover. The mean monthly maximum wind speed

in almost all cases is much higher than the threshold velocity for sand transport

on bare soil, thus vegetation cover probably dominates the spatial variability and

any lost variability in the wind field is probably small enough to be negligible for

this study.

Sand Transport Equation

One disadvantage to this model is its reliance on a fieldplot-scale sand tran-

port equation. This equation has limited accuracy and may not represent large

scale reactivation properly. Effects such as differences in upwind fetch, sources of

sediment, and downwind sinks which halt the migration of sand are not accounted

for. Larger scale estimations, such as historical perspectives, implicitly account

for such effects.

The sand transport equation used in this study comes from localized mea-

surements of sand transport and may not be indicative of large scale sand dune

reactivation. The sand transport equation comes from a study based on individ-

ual measurements of sand transport with respect to wind and vegetation cover

on flat ground. Because these measurements do not explicitly account for larger
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13 17_._

Figure 5.3" The Mean Monthly Maximum wind field across the High Plains ex-

hibits only minor variability. Here black represents a wind speed of 13 m/s and

dark red represents 17m/s as measured 10 meters above the ground, a total range

of 4m/s. Contour lines represent approximately 0.15m/s increments.
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scale terrain features it is unclear how well they will scale up to estimates of dune

field activation. Upwind fetch and sediment sources/sinks are important variables

in large scale reactivation not accounted for by small scale estimates. Bagnold

(1941) and Shao et al. (1993) showed that sediment erodes much more readily

when bombarded by sediment entrained upwind, especially fine grained sediment.

In addition Van Boxel et al. (1999) showed that wind speed varies substantially

at the surface of a dune due to speed up over the dune crest. Thus dune crests

may actually activate at a slower regional wind speed due to higher localized wind

speeds. Using a DEM it may be possible to include for this effect. Other studies

have investigated larger scale dune reactivation, but cannot account for Landsat

scale variability and thus are not useful for this study.

5.6.1 Limited Soil Information

This study has used only minimal soil parameterization. It may be possible

to incorporate more detail from the STATSGO soils database. The sand trans-

port equation developed by Bagnold (1941) allows for calculation of the threshold

velocity on a bare sandy medium based on mean grain size. Beyond a simple

mean grain size, the grain size distribution can be important in determining sand

transport levels. Gillette and Chen (1999) showed that grain size distribution

within a soil has a major impact on entrainment by wind. This is especially the

case for dust transport, where the threshold velocity increases with decreasing

grainsize. In this case larger grains will begin saltating at lower wind speeds and

their impact can cause erosion of smaller grains which would have not have been

eroded if the soil was only made up of small grains. At the moment the soil data

available does not permit the inclusion of this detail, nor are there well developed

sand transport equations that are a function of grain size distribution.
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5.6.2 Proper Vegetative Measurements

It is impossible to make a single measurement of vegetation that describes

all of the potential effects of vegetation on sand transport. Landsat measurements

are used to estimate the percent of each pixel which is covered with vegetation,

but this is not necessarily what is important in the estimation of sand transport.

If within a single pixel twenty percent of the area is covered with a low standing,

but dense, grass, large portions of that pixel may still be vulnerable to eolian

erosion. However, if twenty percent of another pixel is covered with taller grasses

and shrubs, those plants will have a substantial effect on windspeeds nearby and

thus the remaining eighty percent of the pixel, though not covered by vegetation,

will be less likely to experience substantial eolian erosion. Thus many studies of

sand transport use a measure of vegetation described as the lateral cover. This

measure incorporates the average height of vegetation as well as the areal coverage

to provide a better estimate of the amount of vegetation that is actually blocking

sand transport.

While it is impossible to measure vegetation height directly using Landsat

data, it may be possible to estimate this by several other means. Different lo-

cations through out the High Plains can be characterized by different vegetation

types. It may be possible to associate an efficiency factor with each area and

multiply this by the percent cover as measured by Landsat to develop a better

estimate of lateral cover. In addition a better spatial estimate of this efficiency

factor may be possible by utilizing multi-angle data from the MISR sensor to es-

timate structural parameters, or by measuring the phenology of vegetation cover

at a moderate resolution with the MODIS sensor to determine vegetation type at

a moderate spatial resolution.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

Physics based modeling potential

This goal of this study was to develop and analyze a model for potential

sand transport in the High Plains of North America. This study has illustrated

an attempt to bring together the necessary components to run a simple, physics

based model to estimate future sand transport across the High Plains. This study

has shown that better modeling of future vegetation is a subject that needs sub-

stantial work, and has suggested several methods by which this modeling might be

improved • a more detailed incorporation of the spatial variability in vegetation

and soil type, higher temporal resolution satellite measurements and model esti-

mates, and incorporation of recent rainfall data when estimating vegetation cover

from NDVI. In addition, further improvements could be made to the model as a

whole with a better understanding of the effects of vegetation on sand transport

and by integrating sand transport over several years of wind data.

Spatial resolution

Landsat scale spatial resolution is required to study sand dunes in the High

Plains. Small, localized dunefields such as those in Eastern Colorado effectively

disappear with larger (_>500m) pixel sizes. Dune crests may be the only areas

that stand out. If these areas were averaged together with surrounding, vegetated
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areasby low spatial resolutionsatellite imagery,the true instability of thesedunes

wouldnot becaptured.In additionit is not possibleto map land usewith enough

accuracyusinglowerspatialresolutionimagerybecauseevenlargepivot irrigation

systemsare too smallto detect. However,it may bepossibleto incorporatehigh

temporal,lowspatial resolutionwith thehighspatial resolutiondata fromLandsat

to further improvethe model.

Temporal Resolution

Thebenefitof increasingsatellitetemporalresolutionisunclear.Thesimple

test performedhereshowedno relationshipbetweenthe number of imagesused

and the correlation coefficientwhen regressingCentury and NDVI values. It is

possiblethat extremelyhigh frequencyimagery,suchas hi-weeklyMODIS data

wouldbea substantialbenefitto the model,but it is clearthat simply collecting

twice asmanyLandsat imagesdoesnot substantiallyimprovethe resultsof the

presentmodel.

Areas of instability

This modelhasalsomappedareasof potentially higher instability, though

the presentmap is not suitablefor planningpurposes.At the momentcareful

interpretation of the output is requiredbecauseof the poor correlationbetween

NDVI and Centuryvalues.Someregionsof apparentinstability mayonly appear

that way due to recentweatherconditionsor local soil color. It appearsthat

the largestareasat risk are in the NebraskaSandHills, and portionsof Eastern

Coloradoand WesternTexas. Further areasat high risk are spreadout across

the High Plains and generallyhighly localized. This model does not map areas

that are currently farmed, thus large areas may be at risk that are not shown in

this model. In addition this model only maps areas of potential sand transport.
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Dust, which hasimportant implicationsfor humanhealth and well being, is not

mappedby the presentmodel.

6.5 Future Work

Oneof the major resultsof this thesisis the understandingof our current

limitations in this field, and the suggestionof possiblemethodsof improvement.

Therearemanyholesin ourcurrentunderstandingand in the availabledata that

needto be filled beforean accurateassessmentof dune stability can be made.

The areathat needsthe most work is the prediction of future vegetationcover.

In addition, a better methodof incorporatinga time seriesof wind measurements

and a densernetworkof weatherstationswouldbebeneficial.

Thepredictionof futurevegetationcouldprobablybeimprovedwith amore

accuratemodel of vegetationresponseto climate,and a higher temporal resolu-

tion sequenceof satellite and model estimates. One of the first improvements

that needsto be investigatedis the inclusionof high temporal resolutionMODIS

data. Thoughthis wouldmeandecreasingthe spatialresolutionof themodel,but

the increasedability to estimatethe relationshipbetweenclimate andvegetation

wouldsubstantiallyout weighthis loss.

A better estimateof wind speedover time should be used. The current

model only includesan index of windspeed.Winds may be highly seasonalin

nature, so an estimatefor eachmonth shouldbe used. Work needsto be done

to determinethe best wind index for this type of study, and what the effectsof

seasonalvariation are.
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